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GOOD MORNING LADIES AND GENTLEMEN. IT CERTAINLY IS A
PLEASURE TO BE ABLE TO SHARE SOME THOUGHTS WITH YOU ON THE
OUTLOOK FOR THE ECONOMY. BUT I ALSO WANT TO MENTION A FEW
UNCERTAINTIES THAT ARE CLOUDING THE CRYSTAL BALL. FINALLY,
I’D LIKE TO MENTION VERY BRIEFLY SOME OF THE CHALLENGES TO
MONETARY POLICY PRESENTED BY THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK AND BY
THOSE TROUBLING UNCERTAINTIES.

AS I’M SURE MOST OF YOU KNOW, ECONOMIC GROWTH IN THE
UNITED STATES HAS SLOWED RECENTLY, RAISING CONCERN IN MANY
QUARTERS THAT THE CURRENT EXPANSION IS COMING TO AN END.
AFTER GROWING AT AN ACCEPTABLE, BUT UNSPECTACULAR, 3
PERCENT RATE DURING 1985, GROWTH IN THE ECONOMY’S OUTPUT
HAS SLOWED TO A 2.4 PERCENT ANNUAL RATE SO FAR THIS YEAR.

OVER THE PAST YEAR AND A-HALF, THE U.S. UNEMPLOYMENT
RATE HAS BEEN STUCK BETWEEN 6 3/4 AND 7 1/4 PERCENT --
SOMewhat HIGHER THAN THE 6 TO 6 1/2 PERCENT THAT APPEARS TO
REPRESENT “FULL” EMPLOYMENT IN THE U.S. ECONOMY.
Moreover, capacity utilization in manufacturing actually has declined rather substantially.

Despite these relatively lackluster national statistics, I believe that a pick-up in the U.S. economy is in the offing. Over the next year, I think that the U.S. economy will grow at around a 3 percent rate, and that some progress will be made towards achieving a fuller employment of both labor and capital.

The outlook for the U.S. economy is subject to a number of major uncertainties, perhaps more than usual. And just as these uncertainties create difficulties for those of you making business plans for the coming year, they also make the Fed's job of forecasting economic developments and of designing monetary policy more difficult.

The Fundamentals

There are two fundamental factors that lead me to my
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FAIRLY OPTIMISTIC OUTLOOK FOR THE ECONOMY NEXT YEAR.

First, the international value of the dollar has dropped substantially with respect to major currencies since February of last year. This drop enables U.S. exporters to compete more effectively in markets abroad, while foreign producers find it more difficult to sell their goods and services in our markets. I believe our trade deficit is beginning to improve and that it should contribute significantly to economic growth next year.

Second, interest rates in the United States have fallen sharply this year, continuing a trend that began in the latter half of 1984. Lower interest rates provide support to the interest-sensitive sectors of the economy, including spending for plant and equipment, consumer durables, and residential structures. This decline in interest rates has been facilitated and encouraged by Federal Reserve monetary policy. Four times this year, the
DISCOUNT RATE HAS BEEN CUT, FOR A TOTAL REDUCTION OF 2 PERCENTAGE POINTS. LOWER INTEREST RATES HAVE BEEN AN IMPORTANT FACTOR IN KEEPING THE ECONOMIC EXPANSION GOING INTO WHAT IS NOW ITS FOURTH YEAR.

MORTGAGE RATES HAVE BEEN A PART OF THE GENERAL FALL IN RATES, PRODUCING SIGNIFICANT EXPANSION IN HOMEBUILDING. SUPPORT OF LOWER INTEREST RATES, CONSTRUCTION OF SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSES IN THE U.S. SHOULD CONTINUE AT A HEALTHY RATE THROUGH THE END OF NEXT YEAR. HOWEVER, PASSAGE OF THE TAX REFORM BILL ALREADY HAS BEGUN TO DISCOURAGE NEW MULTI-FAMILY CONSTRUCTION, AND I WOULD NOT BE SURPRISED TO SEE MULTI-FAMILY STARTS DOWN SUBSTANTIALLY IN 1987 COMPARED WITH THIS YEAR.

THE DECLINE IN LONG-TERM INTEREST RATES HAS NOT YET STIMULATED BUSINESS SPENDING FOR CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT. THIS PROBABLY IS A RESULT OF LARGE UNUSED CAPACITY, DISLOCATIONS IN THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRIES, AND
HIGH OFFICE VACANCY RATES. However, I expect more activity of this type throughout the country as the economy begins to expand more rapidly and sales prospects improve. So, generally I'm optimistic. But my optimism is tempered by several areas of uncertainty.

Areas of Uncertainty

One major uncertainty is how much of an improvement in our trade deficit actually will result from the decline in the dollar. Data through the second quarter didn't give any signs that the trade deficit had begun to improve, even though the dollar had been depreciating for more than a year.

Recently released statistics for the third quarter provide more room for optimism. Although the increase in exports of goods and services continued to fall short of the increase in imports, a good part of our imports were oil. If we exclude oil imports, which are priced in
Dollars and thus are not very responsive to exchange rates, our foreign balance actually improved in the third quarter. This is encouraging, but we should not forget that our trade deficit still is far larger than we expected, given the huge drop in the dollar.

One reason for a delayed improvement in the trade balance appears to be that exchange rate changes aren't being passed through to import prices as quickly as they used to be. The price of imported goods other than petroleum didn't pick up significantly relative to domestic prices until the second quarter of 1986, more than a year after the dollar began its sharp depreciation.

A second reason for this delayed improvement is that the dollar has dropped a lot less against the currencies of some of our trading partners than it has against those of other partners, such as Japan and the major European countries. In some cases the dollar has actually risen
AGAINST THE CURRENCIES OF SOME TRADING PARTNERS -- CANADA AND A FEW OF THE SO-CALLED NEWLY INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES, OR NICs FOR SHORT. THE LARGE DROP IN THE DOLLAR WE ALL HAVE READ ABOUT PROBABLY IS SOMEWHAT OVERSTATED, BECAUSE MOST OF THE COMMONLY CITED EXCHANGE-RATE STATISTICS EXCLUDE NICs.

Trade with these countries has become very significant. The six most important NICs -- South Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, Mexico and Brazil -- accounted for fully 36 billion dollars of the total U.S. trade deficit of 149 billion dollars in 1985. And since exchange rates with these countries haven't changed much in recent years, trade deficits with them may not improve much in the year ahead.

Fiscal Policy

Another major source of uncertainty in the outlook is fiscal policy. The extent to which the Gramm-Rudman

SOME INDUSTRIES COULD BE PARTICULARLY AFFECTED BY THE SLOWDOWN IN GOVERNMENT SPENDING. FOR EXAMPLE, DEFENSE
CUTBACKS WILL LIKELY CUT GROWTH PROSPECTS FOR THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY, ALTHOUGH THE IMPACT COULD BE DELAYED UNTIL 1988 OR LATER BECAUSE OF DEFENSE ORDERS ALREADY IN THE PIPELINE.

But, as with the trade balance, we face a good measure of uncertainty about how much the budget deficit really will decline. I don't think we'll have a good fix on that until about the time we find out the winner of the 1987 World Series—a bit late for forecasting purposes.

On the revenue side of the budget, the tax reform bill also raises uncertainties about the future performance of the economy. Aside from questions concerning the effect of the tax change on the economy's long-run growth rate, there are more immediate questions concerning its impact on next year. The cost of capital for business will be raised significantly by the elimination of the investment tax credit, the lengthening of service lives for depreciation, and the elimination of the tax advantages to limited
BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS. Although the reduction in the corporate tax rate will provide some offset, the net effect still is likely to be unfavorable for business investment in 1987.

Eventually, this negative effect on growth will tend to be offset by higher household spending in response to lower personal income taxes. However, because of the way the tax reforms for individuals are phased-in over time, the major stimulus to personal consumption probably won't come until 1988. Thus, this year and next, tax reform should have a net negative impact on GNP, lowering real growth by close to 1/2 percent. But, once again, it's very difficult to be on solid ground predicting the exact impact, given the tremendous number of tax changes being made simultaneously.

Oil Prices

A final major source of uncertainty about future
ECONOMIC GROWTH IS THE EXTENT AND DURATION OF DISLOCATION IN THE OIL INDUSTRY CAUSED BY THE DROP IN THE PRICE OF OIL THIS YEAR. PROSPECTS FOR SOME IMPROVEMENT IN THIS AREA WERE ENHANCED WHEN THE NEW OPEC PRODUCTION QUOTAS CAUSED THE PRICE OF OIL TO JUMP TO THE 14 TO 16 DOLLAR PER BARREL RANGE, COMPARED WITH JUST OVER 11 DOLLARS PER BARREL IN LATE JULY. IF THE PRICE OF OIL STAYS AT AROUND ITS PRESENT LEVEL, THE MAJOR DISLOCATIONS IN THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRIES PROBABLY ARE BEHIND US, AND WE SHOULD SEE SOME RECOVERY IN EMPLOYMENT AND CAPITAL SPENDING LATER THIS YEAR AND THROUGHOUT NEXT YEAR. OF COURSE, THIS ASSESSMENT COULD TURN OUT TO BE OVERLY OPTIMISTIC FOR THESE INDUSTRIES, SINCE THE OPEC AGREEMENT TO LIMIT PRODUCTION IS VERY FRAGILE.

UNCERTAINTY ABOUT THE FUTURE PRICE OF OIL ALSO RAISES A QUESTION ABOUT WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO INFLATION NEXT YEAR. THE DRAMATIC DROP IN OIL PRICES THIS YEAR CAUSED BOTH
CONSUMER AND PRODUCER PRICES ACTUALLY TO FALL FOR THE FIRST FOUR MONTHS OF THIS YEAR, AND SHOULD HELP TO KEEP INFLATION TO AROUND 2 1/2 PERCENT FOR ALL OF 1986. THIS WOULD BE THE LOWEST RATE OF INFLATION, AS MEASURED BY THE GNP DEFLATOR, REGISTERED SINCE 1967. ALTHOUGH THIS IS VERY ENCOURAGING WE SHOULD NOT FORGET THAT, WITH THE OIL-PRICE "SHOCK", INFLATION THIS YEAR PROBABLY HAS BEEN BELOW ITS LONG-RUN, OR UNDERLYING RATE.

NEXT YEAR, IF THE PRICE OF OIL STAYS AT ITS PRESENT LEVEL, AND THUS DOES NOT PROVIDE ANOTHER DOWNWARD THRUST TO PRICES, THE WEAKER DOLLAR FEEDING THROUGH IN THE FORM OF HIGHER COSTS OF IMPORTS WILL BE THE DOMINANT INFLUENCE ON PRICE MOVEMENTS. IN THIS CASE, INFLATION COULD RISE BY AS MUCH AS A FULL PERCENTAGE POINT OVER ITS EXPECTED RATE OF INCREASE THIS YEAR. HOWEVER, A COLLAPSE OF THE RECENT OPEC AGREEMENT AND CONSEQUENT FALL IN OIL PRICES AGAIN COULD
PUSH INFLATION BELOW ITS UNDERLYING RATE NEXT YEAR. So, along with a lot of oil, OPEC supplies us with a lot of "ifs" for our inflation forecast.

**CHALLENGES TO MONETARY POLICY**

These uncertainties in the outlook -- the trade balance, fiscal policy, and oil prices -- provide formidable challenges for monetary policy. The economy's failure to show clear signs of sustained, healthy growth, makes it tempting to argue that, for safety's sake, monetary policy should lean further toward boosting production.

Current statistics, however, can be a misleading guide. It takes time for the effects of monetary policy to work their way through the economy. Complicating matters even further, there are lags in receiving reliable data on what actually has happened to important indicators such as real GNP and the balance of trade. Sometimes we don't
Really know where we’ve been until we’re already somewhere else. Given these difficulties, a policy of continually lowering interest rates until there is unambiguous evidence of an impact on the economy runs a real risk -- a risk that policy inadvertently will become too stimulative, raising the specter of reemerging inflationary pressures.

By my calculations, the easing of monetary policy over the past year should be consistent with the economy growing at a healthy, sustainable pace next year. But although this outlook is appealing, we must recognize that with the economy poised to move toward a fuller utilization of its resources, inflationary pressures could re-emerge.

This inflationary risk is heightened in my mind by the recent behavior of the monetary aggregates, which we at the Fed use as indicators of the future impact of monetary policy. The broader monetary aggregates, M2 and M3, both are near the upper boundaries of their target ranges this
Thus, although Federal Reserve Policy actions must reflect concern about the current sluggishness of the economy, we must balance this concern against the risk that too much ease might lead to problems with inflation in the years to come. Balancing these concerns is the way we at the Fed can do our job best — promoting sustainable economic growth, while ensuring that continued progress is made toward price stability.
OVERVIEW OF THE HAWAI I ECONOMY

After lagging behind U.S. growth at the beginning of this year, Hawaii’s employment registered a 3.4 percent growth rate between September 1985 and September 1986, much faster than the 2.2 percent rate experienced nationally during the same period. Hawaii’s unemployment rate currently stands at 4.5 percent, its lowest level since May 1980 and much lower than both its 5.5 percent year-earlier level and the 7.0 percent U.S. rate. The improvement that has taken place in recent months is due primarily to improvements in the visitor and construction industries. Areas of concern include recent military spending cuts in Hawaii, and continued weakness in agriculture that is particularly troubling for sugar producers.

The visitor industry has rebounded spectacularly from its disappointing performance last year. Through the first nine months of 1986, the total number of visitors to Hawaii
rose 15.5 percent over last year's level. The 1985 totals were depressed by the United Airlines strike, particularly in May and June, but even so the upward trend is unmistakable. In September, the number of visitors to Hawaii was 13.8 percent higher than it was last September, and because the strike ended in June these comparisons are less affected by the strike. Not only are more visitors travelling to Hawaii, but also visitors appear to be spending more money. For example, the average hotel room rate rose 11.9 percent between the first half of 1985 and the first half of 1986. In addition, excise tax collections during the first three quarters of 1986 were 11.5 percent higher than they were during the same period last year.

Some of the improvement in the visitor industry can be attributed to the reduced foreign exchange value of the U.S. dollar. The number of eastbound visitors rose 15.1
PERCENT THROUGH THE FIRST NINE MONTHS OF THE YEAR OVER LAST YEAR'S LEVEL, AND LAST YEAR'S EASTBOUND FIGURES WERE UNAFFECTED BY THE UNITED STRIKE. THE INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF VISITS FROM ASIA AFFECTS THE OVERALL INDUSTRY SIGNIFICANTLY, AS THESE TRAVELLERS NOW ACCOUNT FOR ABOUT A QUARTER OF ALL VISITORS TO HAWAII.

same period last year. Nevertheless, since export value is much smaller than is import value, Hawaii's cumulative "trade deficit" for January through September 1986 was 2.9 percent lower than it was in the year-earlier period.

Construction activity in Hawaii has been booming this year. As a result, construction employment grew at a spectacular 9.3 percent rate between September 1985 and September 1986. In contrast with the national trend, growth in Hawaii has been greater in nonresidential than in residential building. The number of residential permits through the first nine months of the year was only 3.4 percent higher than it was during the year-earlier period. The increase would have been much greater if a "blip" in March 1985, due to an unusually large number of multifamily permits awarded in Honolulu, had not substantially increased the 1986 figure. Nonresidential construction activity in Hawaii has been exceptionally strong, largely
DUE TO SEVERAL MAJOR HOTEL PROJECTS, THE VALUE OF NONRESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION AWARDS (CUMULATIVE YEAR-TO-DATE) GREW 13.5 PERCENT OVER LAST YEAR'S LEVEL, IN SHARP CONTRAST TO THE 2.7 PERCENT DECLINE NATIONWIDE AND THE 1.3 PERCENT INCREASE IN THE TWELFTH DISTRICT DURING THE SAME PERIOD. AS PROJECTS CURRENTLY IN THE PIPELINE ARE COMPLETED, THE PACE OF NONRESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION IS LIKELY TO SLOW CONSIDERABLY.


AS IN THE U.S. GENERALLY, AGRICULTURE IN HAWAII IS TROUBLED. THE PINEAPPLE AND SUGAR INDUSTRIES, TRADITIONAL
MAINSTAYS OF HAWAIIAN AGRICULTURE, HAVE FALLEN ON HARD TIMES IN RECENT YEARS. THE FUTURE OF THE SUGAR INDUSTRY DEPENDS PRINCIPALLY ON PRICE IMPROVEMENTS WHICH ARE UNLIKELY IN CURRENT MARKET CONDITIONS. IN CONTRAST, DEMAND FOR PINEAPPLES HAS PICKED UP IN RECENT YEARS AND INVESTMENTS IN IMPROVED IRRIGATION TECHNOLOGY FURTHER IMPROVE THE OUTLOOK FOR PINEAPPLE GROWERS. "DIVERSIFIED AGRICULTURE", WHICH IN HAWAII MEANS EVERYTHING ELSE, GENERALLY IS PROSPEROUS, WITH FLOWERS AND MACADAMIA NUTS AS THE CURRENT STAR PERFORMERS. PAPAYAS, WHICH GENERALLY ARE REGARDED AS A PROMISING CROP, CURRENTLY ARE SELLING FOR LOW PRICES DUE TO STORM DAMAGE EARLY IN THE GROWING SEASON.